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INTERVIEWS
Every month we scour the planet to find the best artists. We bring you their stories and we showcase their work. 
In this month’s issue...

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.  

Email your photos to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk or send them on a disc to 

Gallery, Total Tattoo, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU. UK

The disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name.

COMPETITION TERMS ANd CONdITIONS
All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date. Entries received after the closing date will not be considered.  The editor’s decision is final.

Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address. Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and

accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.
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I
t’s probably entirely possible to gauge the

growing popularity of tattooing by

observing the players in the last few

football World Cups. By carrying out this

handy non-scientific study from the comfort

of your sofa, it’s easy to see how ink has captured the attention of the

young men around the globe, as you sit back to watch black and grey

sleeve after sleeve battle it out for their nation’s pride. But does that

amount of high profile tattooing represent progress? I think perhaps

not.

Popularity and progress are two very different things. In a world where

any good idea is immediately flogged to death, there are still sadly not

that many people trying to come up with new ones. ‘If it ain’t broke,

don’t fix it’ is always a comfortable and secure point of view.

So where does that leave tattooing? I suppose it’s all down to personal

perception; one man’s meat is another man’s poison. But one thing is

for sure, for most of us there seems to be a point at which we find it

more difficult to move forward. A certain resistance to change that can

come with age. Experience versus enthusiasm is an age-old battle, and a

particularly interesting one when it comes to ink.

The very essence of tattooing can only be found in its permanence. 

You can see the fear in the eyes of non-tattooed folks as they try and

contemplate how that unwanted tattoo and their inability to get rid of

it would make them feel, or at least that’s how my generation of

collectors viewed it.  For new folks finding their way to tattooing, the

option of having it blasted off by a laser has always been a very real

one. There can be no way that both see tattooing in the same light.

So does that mean that artists from different generations also see it

differently? And if so, does that affect the way that they put a tattoo

onto a person? How much difference does it make to the way an artist

works, when they have seen their previous tattoos age and mature?

It could all get very confusing. When it comes to tattooing, I still believe

that time is the great leveller.  When I had my first, it really hadn’t

dawned on me that it was forever. It was all about how it made me feel

at that moment. It was only as my coverage grew and my work aged

that I truly became comfortable with this reality. Now I’ve learned to

navigate my way through life accompanied by them…

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Change is the law of life. 
And those who look only to the past 

or present are certain to miss the future.”

- John F Kennedy

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 

01787 242100
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWs & rEVIEWs
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

LONDON TATTOO
CONVENTION 

TICKET GIVEAWAY
6 PAIrs UP FOr GrABs

The London Tattoo Convention, rather like Total Tattoo, has its tenth anniversary this year. 

We have been lucky enough to attend them all and it has always been one of the highlights of the

year. 2014 promises to be the best yet with plenty of surprises up its sleeve.  We have 6 sets

of weekend passes to give away. So if you would like to be part of this very special show,

just let us know ‘What has been your tattoo highlight over the past ten years?’

Don’t scrimp on the detail, we want to feel your love.  Answers to the usual address

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk  Entries need to be in by the 31st August.  For terms and conditions

see page 5.

InkMedix Tattoo Aftercare
Sick of thick and gloopy aftercare products that stick to your clothing and make you

thoroughly uncomfortable? Thought so… Enter

Inkmedix: a revolutionary natural oil that intensely

moisturises whilst still allowing the skin to breathe,

something which is vital for the healing process. It’s

paraben, petroleum, colour, fragrance and essential

oil free, omitting any potentially irritating ingredients

that could affect the look of your tattoo and irritate the

skin. It comes in a cool

50ml ‘he or she’ bottle

and you can even

travel with it in your

hand luggage. The

cost is £14.99 a bottle,

and you can purchase

said product from

www.inkmedix.com

New Kings Lynn Studio
Black Galleon Tattoo Studio is a brand
new custom studio in Kings Lynn town

centre, Norfolk. Artists: Ricky Lopez
(specialising in black 'n' grey

realism/portraits) and Mike Harper
(specialising in full colour old skool/neo trad) 

But they do cater for all!

3 Chapel Street, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE30 1EG. 

Tel:01553 777322
Blackgalleontattoos@hotmail.com

Facebook/black galleon
Instagram/ @rickylopeztattoo & @mike_tattooer

XED LE HEAD 
EXCLUSIVE EXHIBITION
16th-17th AUGUST
Norwich Body Arts Festival are hosting the first
ever solo exhibition of works by dotwork
pioneer Xed Le Head. To be held at ‘Open’, 20
Bank Plain, Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF. Tickets
are available now.
www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk/tickets

Total Tattoo 
has moved !

This is the new postal
address to send all
correspondence to:

Total Tattoo Magazine
111 Furze Road

Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich
NR7 0AU

Thank you for your 
co-operation.
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Brighton 2015
Convention
dates
announced

The 2015 Brighton Tattoo Convention will

be taking place on February 20th-22nd.

More details will follow as they come in,

but rest assured Woody the organiser has

not been resting on his laurels; the refining

process never stops. If you want to get

your hotel booked nice and early, before

the rush begins, head to

https://aws.passkey.com/event/1158602

6/owner/9736716/home 

and you’ll have something to look forward

to in February.

Tattoo
Artist
Wanted
Point Break Tattoo, Portishead,
Bristol are looking for someone to
join their team. Must have tattoo
studio experience, with a strong
varied portfolio. Must have great
drawing skills as the majority of their
work is custom designed. 
Apply if you are friendly and
enthusiastic with a good work ethic.
If you have a drug or drink problem,
or a chip on your shoulder, don't
waste your time.
Please email your portfolio and a
little about yourself to
pointbreaktattoo@hotmail.co.uk.

After working in the industry for over 10 years,
most recently alongside Mick Tomo at his Ruby
Arts York-based studio, Dan (Dano) Young has
decided it’s time to venture out on his own.
Twisted Arts Studio opens in June 2014 and is
based in Richmond in North Yorkshire. At the
moment he is the only resident artist, though the
studio will have regular guest artists. The studio is
totally custom, working on an appointment-only
basis. To contact Dano head to 
www.twisted-arts-tattoo.co.uk

Inklination
announces all-female team

Inklination Tattoos, established in 2002,

now has an all-female team of artists: 

Ceri, Helena, Ronnie & Ty and piercer

Cheryl.  There’s a warm welcome waiting

for you at 12 Bemisters Lane, Gosport, PO12

1HB, or check out www.inklination.co.uk  

Call 02392 520722 with any enquiries. 

All styles of work offered. 

Inklination.co.uk

Tattoo Artist
Wanted

Studio 52 is a busy, well-established

custom studio in Stirling, Scotland. They are

looking for an experienced artist to join

their team. Applicants should have a

minimum of 3 years experience and have an

excellent portfolio. Please email your CV

and pictures of your best work to 

lyndsey1560@hotmail.co.uk

Flaming Congratulations…
Massive congratulations to the lovely Julie

Clarke-Edwards (as she is now known) of
Flaming Gun Tattoo, and her long suffering partner
Kai; it’s about time you made an honest woman of

her. It’s been a long time coming but good things
come to those who wait.  We at Total Tattoo

Towers send our very best to the happy
couple.

Time: Tattoo Art Today
This year has seen two major markers put down in tattoo history. One is the exhibition

in Paris (see our review in this issue) and the other is ‘Time: Tattoo Art Today’ which is
currently showing at Somerset House, London: yes that’s the Somerset House! The show is the

brainchild of Miki Vialetto and features 69 of the most influential artists working in
contemporary tattooing. It’s incredible and should not be missed. Next month we talk

to Miki about what it means to him to able to have done this, and showcase some
of the amazing paintings on display. The exhibition runs until October 5th.

2014.



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Slo Mo from Yama Tattoo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SySyISvNStU

Japanese Tattoo - Debza

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VqnxUpK_po

My OCD Drove Me To Tattoo Addiction

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZSUtRnwFLs

Jason Butcher

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=698342186880905&set=vb.14

7672575281205&type=2&theater
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BOOK REVIEW
Designa
Technical Secrets of the Traditional Visual Arts
By Adam Tetlow, Daud Sutton, Lisa DeLong, Phoebe McNaughton, 

David Wade & Scott Olsen.

Price £14.99

416 Pages

Published by: Wooden Books

We are very fortunate to receive a lot

of fantastic books for review in The

Total Tattoo Bunker, but every so often

one pops through the door that quite

simply blows my mind! Designa is

without doubt one of the most

interesting and informative books I

have ever seen. Essentially this is a

collection of six previous books, each

looking at the construction and design

principles of six different design

disciplines, including: Celtic Art, Islamic

Design, Curves, Perspective, Symmetry and the Golden Section. Each element is laid out over a

couple of pages and is simply written in easy to understand language with beautiful technical

drawings to illustrate each point. If

you have ever wondered how to

construct the perfect Islamic

mandala or the mathematical

construction of a spiral, the answers

are all here. With a robust perfect

bound hardback cover and good

quality pure white pages this little

package really packs a punch. Priced

at less than £15, this timeless classic

is an essential resource for artists

and tattooists everywhere.
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Dabs Charity Day
Dabs Tattoo in Southport will be having
a charity day on Saturday 16th August
2014, in memory of friends Mike
Williams and Tony Matthews. The
chosen charities will be: The RAF
Benevolent Fund, Macmillan Cancer
Care and the British Lung Foundation.
They will be publishing the designs
created on that day on Facebook. You
can also find out who is tattooing on the
day via their page (search for Dabs
tattoo).

Happy Sailor
London is looking for an

experienced tattoo artist to join
their team. contact James with

your portfolio at
tattooed_james23@yahoo.com

or phone the shop on 

0207 0339222
A part time receptionist 

is also required.

Genko at Nine Tails

News just in that Genko will be returning to Nine

Tails Tattoo in London for a guest spot. He will be

there from September 28th to October 8th this

year. If you would like to be tattooed by this

incredible, innovative and influential artist you can

contact the studio on 020 74908614. If you’re not

familiar with his work check him out at

www.genko-tattoo.com and prepare to have your

mind blown.

The Cheyenne Bike Project
Polish custom bike manufacturer Game Over Cycles, in cooperation with Cheyenne, and

Zodiac Performance Products (Harley-Davidson) are combining for a truly unique

collaboration. Bikes with tattoo artwork airbrushed on to them are nothing new, but ‘The

Recidivist’ promises to be something different. The bike will be covered with leather,

similar in colour to human skin, and artists from two Polish tattoo studios, Individuum and

Steel Will Tattoo Factory, will tattoo directly onto it. The bike will be premiered at the

London International Tattoo Convention 2014.

Tit For Tat
Exhibition

Opening on the 8th of August, the Tit for

Tat art show is a month long event that

looks to be different and exciting. Taking

place at the ‘It’s all 2 Much Gallery’ in

Bristol, not only will it feature a permanent

static exhibition, but will also have other

performance based entertainments feeding

into it. Put on by Neil Roberts, who is an

experienced and passionate curator, the

show is all about collaboration and

celebration. Neil told me that the

“exhibition provides an insight into how

the art of tattooing has pervaded all levels

and classes of modern society. Just as the

graffiti covering buildings reflect the

dreams, fears and frustrations of our

culture, so do the tattoos covering our

skin. The exhibition also examines the

metamorphosis of this art form and

celebrates the ‘Tattoo Renaissance’, which

we are currently experiencing that has

encompassed technological, artistic and

social change.”

A quick follow-up
Last month we reported on Staff Sgt.
Adam C. Thorogood of Nashville,
Tennessee, who was suing the US Military
for $100 million, based on new
regulations that came into effect in March
banniing tattoos below the knee or
elbow. He has now dropped his lawsuit;
as a once full time enlisted soldier the
regulations do not apply to him.

Tattooist wanted
Boutink, a small friendly studio in

Farnborough (Hants), need a new full-time

tattooist. You must have at least 3 years’

experience of custom/freehand tattooing,

be organised, and have great customer care

skills. No apprentice enquires please. Email

info@boutink.com and include your CV,

portfolio and a little about yourself.

Artist Wanted
Northside Tattooz

Opportunity to work at Northside Tattooz –

WHITLEY BAY!

We’re looking for a tattoo artist to join our

experienced team. 

Please email your portfolio with contact

details to: hash@northsidetattooz.co.uk

www.northsidetattoox.co.uk
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The new age of tattooing is well and truly upon us. People from all
sorts of creative media are being drawn to this most personal form
of expression. The limits which tattooing once seemed to impose on

itself are long gone, and the age of global information sharing has blown
the bloody doors off. Tim Croke started to tattoo in what was certainly a
more guarded time, when artists were territorial and secretive. He always
felt that tattooing could be more, but it wasn’t until his son Jordan was also
bitten by the bug that together they truly embraced the new world. Their
shop is Second Skin in Derby and spending an hour or so chatting with
them both was interesting, funny and… Yes, I’m going to say it… more
than a little touching.

Tim Croke’s first memories of seeing tattoos are not particularly pretty ones: “I was very young,
maybe seven or eight, and I remember my uncles coming round the house with bloody tissues
stuck to their arms. It looked horrific but at the same time I was fascinated. For as long as I could
remember I used to draw with my dad but seeing that they were actually getting something
permanently on them: I loved it.  I started to copy tattoo designs and by the time I was 10 I was
making my own flash sheets, then drawing them on other kids at school. It seems like I have been
aware of tattooing for ever.” So you’d think that Tim would have started tattooing as soon as he
was able to, but life, in the way it so often does, had other ideas: “I could draw, I was creative and
I loved tattooing, but life took me in other directions. It did keep coming up over the years but the
time was never right” 

Interview: James Sandercock 
Pictures: The Crokes
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The pressures and responsibility of adult
life – raising Jordan being one of them –
kept Tim busy, but the tattoo bug was
always there in the background and
eventually it got its own way: “Friends just
kept on pestering me; they all said that if I
bought the kit they would get a tattoo.”
Tim was well into his thirties by this point:
“This happened several times over the
years, but I didn’t want to be one of those
bedroom guys that scribble on mates. I
wasn’t interested in doing anything badly,
but at the same time I wanted to give it a
go. I decided to knuckle down and look at
tattooing as a career.” To cut a long story
short, Tim met a tattooist who was ready to
up sticks and retire. The deal was that Tim
would buy his business out lock stock and
barrel, if the outgoing tattooist would teach
him how to tattoo; the ball was rolling.

At this point in time Jordan was about ten
or eleven:  “I remember it quite well
actually. I thought it was pretty cool and
exciting that dad was going to be tattooing,
but not as something that I might like to
do; that really did not occur to me. It was

my dad’s thing and it was great that he was
doing something that he loved, but all I wanted
to do was skateboard. I would talk to dad
about his work, but never in a million years did
I think I would end up tattooing.” 

So while Jordan sessioned the local skate
spots, Tim was building up his reputation in
Derby. “That seemed to happen really quickly;
once people saw my portfolio doors seemed to
open which really amazed me.” Tim had
always painted, not just for pleasure but to
create murals and so on, and he wanted to
bring that freedom into tattooing. Although
working as a custom artist did not seem to be a
viable option at the time, he knew from the
outset that he wanted to work differently. “Of
course I was not the first artist to do this by
any measure, but I enjoyed free-handing things
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on, which was fairly unusual for around here. I
was looking at magazines and seeing what the
top artists were doing, and nothing was off the
wall.” When Tim first saw Boris’s work every
thing changed. “I think it was a wake up call
for a lot of artists; it was incredible to see what
he was doing. Robert Hernandez was also a
massive influence; to see how those guys were
bringing these amazing pieces of art onto the
skin, it blew me away.” 

Throughout this period Tim and Jordan
continued to draw together, which was
something that they had always done.
Although Jordan hadn’t seen the potential in
tattooing yet, he still knew that when he
eventually did get a job it was going to be
something creative. Like many teenagers he
liked the idea of becoming a comic book artist:
“Tattooing just seemed too permanent and too
scary. I was super shy at that point, so the
thought of spending all day tattooing bikers
was not for me.” That was Jordan’s perception
of who got most of the tattoos at that time, but
a chance meeting on holiday in Tenerife
changed all of that. “We were walking down
the strip, and dad noticed a tattoo shop which
seemed a little bit different to the others so we
wandered in.” The resident artist at the studio
had two amazing tattoos. Tim immediately
recognised them as Robert Hernandez’s work
and asked for a closer look. Jordan was blown
away: “I could not believe a tattoo could look
like that.” It was an incredible moment for
both Tim and Jordan; even as they recounted
the story to me I could see their eyes light up.
“I was like, Dad you have to show me this

guy’s website.” For Tim this was an exciting
time as he could see his son turning towards
tattooing and beginning to realise its true
potential. He started to pay attention to what
his Dad was doing, and his drawing style
began to change as he left behind the world of
muscle men in lycra fighting each other, and
concentrated on realism. 

Looking in from the outside it may have
seemed that this transition was always on the
cards but Tim did not put any pressure on his
son to follow in his footsteps, maintaining that
“of course there was a connection because we
both drew, but I always felt that Jordan could
be whatever he wanted to be. I think if I had
said ‘this is cool, try this’ that would have
immediately made tattooing not cool. Of
course I always had it in the back of my mind.
Tattooing is awesome and I felt that he would
enjoy it, but I never tried to lead him in any
particular direction: it was just important that
he was happy. But when he did start getting
into it I couldn’t have been more proud. I was
super happy about it.” 

As time went on Jordan became more and
more drawn into tattooing and realism. Artist
like Mike DeVries, Nikko Hurtado and Jeff
Gogue started to take colour work to the next
level, and with those influences Jordan’s fate
was sealed: “At that point I was at college
three days a week, and the rest of the time I
was hanging out at the studio making tea for
my Friday night money. It was not an
apprenticeship at first, but it gradually turned
into one.”
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So it was now up to Tim to manage a potentially difficult situation:
“There were certain elements of a classical apprenticeship which
couldn’t really happen. I couldn’t go out of my way to be horrible;
heading home with him seething was not an option, but I didn’t want
to make things super easy because that wouldn’t have been cool either.
I think we got it about right. He did have to clean the toilets and that
sort of stuff.” At that point Jordan was still pretty shy, so working front
of house and dealing with customers was also a challenge he needed
get to grips with. His first tattoo was on Tim, and that went ok. “I just
wanted to see if he would like it” Tim told me. The next one was on a
mate, and that was a lot more scary.  More mates volunteered their
skin for a higher purpose, and once he got going, there was no
stopping him.

Tim remembers that even from day one Jordan was pushing himself
“He had no intention of being bad at tattooing. He wanted to be
working at quite a high level from day one; he put a lot of pressure on
himself.” Jordan agrees “I did torture myself, but I couldn’t think of
anything worse than putting something terrible on someone forever. I
felt that would have been selfish of me, just because I wanted to tattoo.
Plus, Dad had solidified his reputation by that point and I didn’t want
to let him down.”
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Jordan’s positivity and the way he saw things
through the pure custom looking glass
massively influenced Tim. The process was not
contrived or preconceived and it did not take
long before the father and son were working
together and moving forward as artists. Tim
told me that it just sort of happened: “Jordan
didn’t apprentice for that long really. Once
he’d overcome his nerves and shyness he
really was tattooing and that was that. He’d
spent a long time just watching so when he did
eventually start he was really ready to go and
at that point he insisted that the Flash had to
come down.” From Jordan’s perspective a
cycle of bouncing off each other had begun: 
“I was all about colour, and dad was really into
his black and grey. We both have different
approaches but the influence we have on each
other makes us better and keeps us moving
forward. We have done a few collaborative
tattoos and that’s been interesting.”
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Conventions have also played a big part in Jordan and Tim’s development, and has
enabled them to build a great network of likeminded artists, “Dad had worked a few
conventions in the past, but it was during the era when so many people were guarded.
Why would anyone want to sit in a room full of people who are annoyed at the next guy
for watching them?” Bearing that in mind, Tim was not so keen to get involved again, but
there were also other reasons: “I hadn’t enjoyed the experience and perhaps I was a little
afraid of this new world of tattoo, that I might have missed the boat, but from the very
beginning Jordan was all about progression.” So in the end Jordan worked his first
convention on his own: “I was only twenty years old, baby faced, and I was crapping
myself. By the end of the show I had met so many other artists, it was awesome. I came
home and told dad this was one of the best weekends I have had for a very long time. 
The next convention we worked together.”



Of course, everything’s not always
rosy in the garden, but that would
frankly be a bit weird. “We do
argue and disagree,” Tim tells me,
“but that’s only healthy. If we
agreed on everything all the time it
would be a bit creepy. As artists
and people of course we have
differences of opinion.” Jordan
feels the same: “We’re not weird
happy robots but things are just
working so well. The shop is going
great, I can’t see myself wanting to
move though I would like to do
more guest spots. We have our own
thing going on and it is great, but it
would be cool to see how other
people are working. We also would
like more guests at Second Skin.”

For Tim the pride that he feels, as
Jordan has gone on to establish
himself as one of the bright lights
of realism in the UK, has been
massive. “When I go to a
convention and everybody knows
who he is, I’m walking around
beaming. Strangely enough I have
had people come up to me and ask
me if I’m annoyed by his success;
why would that bother me? Even if
I had had an apprentice who was
not my son, why would I want
them to be worse than me?” He
has taken on something that I love
and gone mad with it! That’s
absolutely fantastic.”

See more at
www.secondskinstudio.co.uk
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KRAKOW
TATTOO FEST 2014

Words and pictures: Travellin’ Mick

1. by krzysztow, 

legion (poland)

2. by lehel nyeste, 

perfect chaos (hungary) 

3. st. mary, symbol of the city 

4. by bam, life is good (poland)

5. by lehel nyeste, 

perfect chaos (hungary)

6. guil zekri and kamil mocet

7. victor portugal

I
t’s far from being the biggest convention in the world, but

there is no doubt the Tattoo Fest in Krakow is among the

very best. Perfect organisation, a fantastic atmosphere and

an incredible line-up of artists in one of Europe’s most

attractive cities, are all factors which make this convention

incredibly special and truly in a league of its own. 

Sizewise, the Krakow Tattoo Fest is hovering somewhere around a hundred artists, which in this

age of commercial mega-gatherings of hundreds of tattooers is really not that big. But as the old

saying goes, it’s not what you have got, it’s how you use it, and the performance of this top notch

convention is absolutely superb. 

Radek, Anja, Aleksandra, Krisza and their ever-growing Tattoo Fest team, along with Kult Tattoo,

have now been working nonstop for nine years to bring the very best to the Centrum Targowe

exhibition centre, located on the outskirts of this tourist mecca in southern Poland. Any artist

should feel flattered to be invited here. If you’re not extremely good at what you do, you would

certainly feel out of place in this haven of excellence. Such is the variety and quality of every

single tattoo executed here that any visitor that comes here unprepared is simply overwhelmed

by what is on view. The show encompasses the very essence of European tattoo art.

Stars like Robert Hernandez, Victor Portugal or primitive art pioneer Noon can easily be located

alongside fresh talent. Polish artists like Tofi, Daveee, Bartosz Panas, Kamil Mocet and Adrian Edek

are all present, and producing the work which has established them on the international stage,

but the icing on the cake in Krakow is actually the artists that you don’t know - yet! 

2.

1.

3. 4.

6.

5.

7.
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8. 7. 10.

9.

11. 12.

13.
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Once again, the big surprises are from Poland itself and some of its neighbouring countries: 

As always in Krakow there is plenty of colour work on display. Some new names to remember in

this genre are Igoryoshi and Lucky Tattoo, not to mention the outstandingly creative work of

Domantas Parvainis  from Lithuania, Lehel Nyeste and Jelo from Hungary as well as Petra  from

Bobek Tattoo and Miro of Revolt Ink, both from the Czech Republic. If you prefer a more limited

colour palette Lukasz Sokolowski [as featured in this very issue] and Kris Ciezlik were on hand.

Very different but nonetheless offering strong and persuasive imagery with their innovative

blackwork. 

But I’m going to call it quits with the name-dropping here. I could simply quote the entire artist

list if I wanted recommend fascinating portfolios to check out. Every single artist was

outstanding. Which reminds me of something, which I find increasingly annoying: [Here we go... Ed]

It’s not specific to the Krakow Tattoo Fest and has nothing to do with the organisation, but with

the wealth of talent in the room it became painfully apparent: more and more tattooists don’t

present themselves with actual printed portfolios on their tables anymore! It might seem a tad

old-fashioned, but it’s so much nicer to browse through an actual book or folder of photographs

than looking at a handwritten rag of paper that says: ‘Find me on FaceBook or Instagram’, or

wherever? Doing the latter does not show how modern or fashionable an artist is, but rather

displays the laziness of someone who can’t be bothered to print out a few decent photographs

and take them on his or her travels. [Moan over, but good point…Ed].

A convention like Krakow offers plenty of opportunity to enjoy live tattooing at its best. I doubt

you’ll need any more incentive than the images on these pages to visit Tattoo Fest in June 2015

for the tenth anniversary of this awesome event. 

14.

15. 16.

17. 18.

19.

8. by joanna, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

9. by bartek kos, kult tattoo (poland)

10.by pawel gawkowski, 

panteon tattoo (poland)

11.by dano, black cat tattoo 

(switzerland)

12.by kris cieczlik, 

caffeine tattoo (poland)

13.by dominik borkoswski, 

speak in color (poland)

14.by lucky tattoo (poland) 

15.by julia, blackstar tattoo (poland)

16.by damian, graff tattoo (poland)

17 &18. by tofi, ink-kognito (poland) 

19.by norm, on the road (usa)
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Interview with Radoslaw ‘Don Radek’ Blaszczynski

(the convention organiser)

Radek is the owner of the legendary Kult Tattoo in

Krakow, which also features its own fashion label

and tattoo magazine, and the mastermind behind

Tattoo Fest Krakow for the past nine years. We

managed to get a short interview with the influential

and versatile entrepreneur, who has a huge passion

for tattoos…

Radek, what is the main philosophy behind Tattoo

Fest Krakow?  

Every year we want to enhance the organisation, raise the level of

booth holders, in order to get the best possible tattoo art for the

people. 

How does the mainstream in Poland react to Tattoo

Fest? 

Poland is not really ready yet for tattooing, and honestly, we don‘t

really care about the mainstream. After some bad experiences in

the past, we try to keep mass media away and make this an event

purely for the tattoo scene. We don’t hire freaks to attract

spectators either, but only have original artistic performances that

connect with tattoo art. 

Why do you think Polish tattooing is so good?  

I feel deeply that Polish people have the soul of an artist. And we

are ambitious. This country has suffered in two world wars; we had

decades of Communism. Many think that our time has come now,

and we are prepared to work hard for that.  

What plans do you have for next year’s tenth

anniversary of the convention?  

We have so many applications from excellent artists now that we

might enlarge the convention to about 200 tattooists. But at the

same time we would like to stay here in Centrum Targowe to

preserve the atmosphere. 

20. 21. 22.

23. 24.
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25. 26. 27.

28. 29.

20.by kamil mocet, kamil tattoos

21.by igoryoshi, slayer tattoo (poland)

22.by lucky tattoo (poland)

23.by bartosz panas, caffeine tattoo (poland)

24.by igoryoshi, slayer tattoo (poland)

25.by bartosz panas, caffeine tattoo (poland)

26.by lehel nyeste, perfect chaos (hungary)

27.by pancho, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

28.by bart, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

29.by basti, voller kontrast, on the road

30.by kuba kujawa, jazz tattoo (poland)

31.by pancho, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

32.by marcin liana, alien tattoo (poland) 

30.

31.

32.
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33.

35. 36.

33.by tofi, ink-kognito (poland)

34.by victor portugal (poland)

35.by maciek, azazel tattoo (poland)

36.by agrypa, reinkarnation (denmark)

37.by petra, bobek tattoo 

(czech republic)

38.by dead body tattoo (poland)

34.

37.

38.

Travel Guide to Krakow 

The highly scenic city of Krakow in the

south of Poland can easily be reached by

air (with Lufthansa or Austrian via

Munich, Frankfurt and Vienna, Air Berlin,

Easyjet and Ryanair), by train (often via

Warsaw) or bus. The airport is

connected to the old town by train or

taxi. 

Many of the artists at Tattoo Fest use

Hotel Alf (located right next to the

event) for its convenience, but there are

more comfortable (or even luxurious)

hotels and holiday apartment options in

the old town at reasonable prices.

Restaurants and shops often take Euros

and US dollars. If you change money to

Zloty (for smaller purchases), check the

exchange rate and hidden fees VERY

carefully before handing over your cash. 

Taxis are honest the rates are displayed

clearly on their windows. 

Tasty food and beer is cheap and

plentiful. Interesting day trips can be

made to the saltmines of  Wieliczka or

the former concentration camp at

Auschwitz. 
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Warren Beard, Tattoo FX
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU. UK
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Tatoueurs Tatoués
Tattoo Exhibition at The Musée du Quai Branly, Paris, France

The culture and history of tattooing has always been celebrated
within the tattoo world itself, but conversely in the wider
world, certainly for the latter part of the twentieth century, it

has been ignored or misinterpreted, both by a largely ignorant media
and ill-informed public. It’s quite incredible how misinformation and
ignorance can be taken as the truth the whole truth and nothing but
the truth if it’s repeated often enough, and once certain attitudes or
ideas are firmly in place, it can be difficult to swing public opinion
back in the right direction. 

It takes a certain type of person: individuals who are not only tireless and determined, but
who also care enough about changing things around to address such a deep-seated issue.
Two such people are Anne and Julien: the curators of the Tatouers, Tatoués Exhibition in
Paris, and founders of the art magazine ‘Hey!’ which specializes in modern popular
culture. They are multi-talented and have dedicated their lives to the pursuit and
celebration of all things creative. But to be able to mount an attack on the greater public
consciousness on a scale of this size, it is necessary that someone reaches over from the
side of the big institutions: someone who is willing to build bridges that positive
information can travel across. That person was Stéphane Martin: the President of the
public institution of the Musée du Quai Branly. Thanks to the work of these three
pioneering souls, along with the hard work and drive of an army of others, the Tatoueurs,
Tatoués exhibition became a reality. When we first heard there was to be an exhibition-
celebrating tattoo in a major museum in the Heart of Paris, we knew that we had to be
there and when the time came we were ready to go.

The day started early, far too early, but the ease with which we slid through customs and
into our EuroStar seats certainly eased the pain of a pre-dawn start. It made a refreshing
change from my experience earlier in the year when I flew to Paris. The train deposits you
right in the heart of the city where the Metro is waiting, ready to whisk you off to your
chosen destination, as opposed to the plane which dumped me unceremoniously at
Charles de Gaulle International airport, which is several miles outside Paris, and left me to
the mercy of the French cabbies.

Words James Sandercock • Pictures James Sandercock and Perry Rule

1. early 20th century decorated skull

2. drawing boards extracted 
from sketchbooks of Danzig 
Baldaev recording russian 
prison tattoos

3. outside the museum with the 

glass wall in the background

4. traveling tattoo trunk (usa)
5. portrait of maras by

isabel munoz (spain)

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.
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Once safely ensconced in the bosom of gay
Paris, we made our way to the museum, which
is in the heart of the city, only a few hundred
yards from the Eiffel Tower. The sun was high
in the sky by now and Paris seemed warm and
welcoming. The building itself was stunning,
all encased behind a giant glass wall. Making
our way from the pavement to the main
entrance through its gardens was a treat in
itself. We were left in no doubt that we’d
arrived, and that this was going to be
something very special. 

It was with no small sense of anticipation that
we made our way up the long spiral walkway
to the top of the building, where the exhibition
was housed. As we’d suspected would be the
case with an event of this stature we certainly
weren’t alone in wanting to celebrate this
auspicious occasion. The great and the good
had flown in from all over, many of them
having contributed to the event itself.

The Leu Family was present, as was Tin-
Tin who had acted as artistic advisor for
the project. Gao Bin from Lion King, Alex
Binnie, Freddy Corbin, Luke Atkinson, Jee
Sayalero, Jondix… The list goes on, but at
the top of it for me, and more than a few
others I’m willing to bet was Mr Ed Hardy,
I was not the only person thrilled to have
the opportunity to spend a little time
chatting with him. I know Anne and Julien
were both ecstatic and honoured when he
accepted their invitation. Anne told me that
he had immediately recognised the
significance of the event, and wanted to be
part of it. I asked him whether he had ever
envisioned such a day coming. “Never in
my wildest dreams!” was his response.

6. 7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

6. l-r, filip leu, julien (organiser) tin tin, 

titian leu, jondix, sabine gaffron, 

anne (organiser)

7. sideshow banner

8. body suit by bump (thailand)

9. living wall, museum exterior

10. artificial skin by leo zulueta

11. giant squid design by ed hardy
12. drawing boards extracted 

from sketchbooks of Danzig Baldaev
recording russian prison tattoos

13. artificial skin by xed le head

14. anthropomorphic globe-shaped 
flute (mexico)

15. artificial skin by grime

16. by robert hernandez (spain)

17. ed hardy

18. filip leu, freddy corbin and titian leu

19. tattoo timeline wall

20. by lynn akura
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The exhibition itself was broken down into categories, dealing
with tattooing in geographic and cultural chunks, and
exploring the history and present day manifestations of them.
Most of the accompanying text is in French, but as you’d
expect the primary focus is visual, so anyone who doesn’t
speak French shouldn’t feel at any kind of a disadvantage
because of this. New works have been tattooed onto rubber
body parts to accompany each section, by artists who have
pioneered that particular style, including Filip Leu, Leo
Zulueta, Zed Le Head, Horiyoshi III and many more. This
gave the show a pleasing three-dimensional element, which
was a great touch as so much of it was on paper. After all the
fact that tattooing is performed on the body is the major factor
that sets it apart from other art forms. These prosthetic limbs
acted as a reminder of that fact to all who came to spend time
at this groundbreaking exhibit.

Because of its high profile status, and gallery setting, there
were of course plenty of guests from outside of tattooing, and
I hope that this is the first of many such events where a door is
opened, and the greater creative world has access to the history
and talent within tattooing. Paris certainly seemed to have
welcomed the show with open arms, and as the day went on
more and more members of the public made their way to the
top of the building to enjoy this wonderful celebration of this
noble and most ancient of art forms. And with the exhibition
running right through to Autumn 2015, why not do the same?
You won’t regret it. 

Tatouers, Tatoués takes place at the Musée du Quai Branly in
Paris until October 18th 2015. For full details visit
www.quaibranly.fr/en/programmation/exhibitions/currently/tat
tooists-tattooed.html

13. 14.

17.

18.

19.

20.

15. 16.
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NORTHERN IRELAND
TATTOO CONVENTION

1. the ulster hall
2. inside the ulster hall
3. by antony flemming, 

world of tattoos
4. tattooists on the giants causeway
5. by matt webb, 72 street tattoo
6. by east tattoo (taiwan)

1.

2.

4.

5. 6.

3.

Words and Pictures: Perry Rule

T
he Ulster Hall in Belfast has secured itself a place in

history. Opened in 1862 as a music hall, architect

William Barre could never have envisaged in his wildest

dreams that one day this would be the chosen venue for The

Northern Ireland Tattoo Convention.

The show is now in its fourth year, and for its 2014 run out, just shy of 70 artists came together

to celebrate the art of tattoo, in one of the most beautiful Victorian Music halls I’ve had the

pleasure to visit. Similar to East London’s York hall, this venue has strong links to boxing, with

many top bouts being contested there over the years.

This year, organisers Rob and Andy enrolled the support of Chris Crooks from local studio

White Dragon to attract a little ‘International talent’. I arrived early on Friday morning, to be

whisked away on a coach along with 25 artists including Ching from Taiwan’s East Tattoo, Italian

graphic supremo Marco Galdo, America’s Jeremy Justice and Japan’s Takami Horikoshi, to visit

Ireland’s natural phenomenon ‘The Giants Causeway’. It was a photo opportunity not to be

missed.

The show started in earnest on the Saturday, with the doors opening at 11 o’clock sharp. An Art

Nouveau wrought iron canopy covered a rather understated entrance, which led through to the

outer entrance hall where you could pick up pre-booked tickets. Heading on down a corridor you

opened a set of double doors that took you into the main hall. This is tall room with a seated

viewing balcony, facing the large wooden stage with a majestic floor to ceiling Victorian piped organ.
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7. 8.

9.

11.

12.

7. by chris crooks, white dragon
8. by jeremy justice (usa)
9. by craig kelly, india street tattoo
10. by ching, east tattoo (taiwan)
11. by jamie donnelly, belfast city skinworks
12. chris ‘cake’ crooks & jeremy ‘jam’ justice
13. by ryan, studio ink
14. by reno, batista tattoo (germany)
15. by ché crook, white dragon
16. by luke skinner, rock n roll tattoo
17. statue of rinto, famous fly weight champion
18. by grime, skull and sword (usa)

10.



13. 14.

15.

17.16. 18.
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Artists were housed in crisp white plastic

booths laid out around the edges of the

hall and along the front of the stage, with

two rows running back to back up the

centre of the room. Many local studios

were represented including Craig Kelly’s

new India Street tattoo studio, with guest

artists Stephen Kelly, Dan Hartley, Haron

Gomes. Just along from this was Tommy

Gun’s well established Belfast City Skin

Works, Devil in the Detail, Craig Gilmore’s

Chilli Pepper Tattoo and Rod Mulligan’s

Colourworks.

Quite a few UK artists made the trip

across the water, many at the personal invite

of local studios; Danielle Rose, Morag

Sangster, Billy Hay, Anthony Flemming, and

Matt Webb, to name just a few. There was

also a welcome return for Lawrence Ah

Ching who was back again for a repeat of his

busy weekend at the show two years ago.

Without a doubt the International artists

invited by Chris Crooks gave the show a

world class feel, with the likes of Tchelo

Stein, Roman Obaista and Bristol born Ché

Crook, who ended up taking home more

trophies than he could carry.
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19. by dasier navarro, 
tattoo and drawing (spain)

20. by john cinnimond, the ink flow
21. by rory o’neil, state of the arts
22. by rob mulligan, colour works
23. by craig kelly, 

india street tattoo
24. by nikita nevermore, 

nevermore tattoo
25. by billy hay, custom inc
26. by yutaro, 

skull and sword (usa)

27. by dre, addinktion
28. by marco galdo, 

traficante d’arte (italy)
29. by chris, belfast city skinworks
30. marco galdo tattooing
31. trophies by skull art design
32. by matt webb, 

72 street tattoo

19.

21.

22. 23.

24.

The unique trophies were supplied by Paul from Skull Art Design, and featured a skull combined with the

aforementioned Giants Causeway and an engraved glass plaque. There were 15 categories in all and the

standard of work in the competitions was surprisingly high. Marco Galdo’s exceptional geometric

shoulder piece was the outright winner of the best in show and was pinpoint perfect in every detail. Billy

Hay took large colour, but the biggest haul of prizes went to Ché Crook, who netted four categories

including Best Portrait, Small Black and Grey, Realism and Best of Day. At only 21 years old he is definitely

someone to watch out for.

20.
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25. 26.

28.

29. 30.

31. 32.

27.



If you tired of the tattooing, there were films

being shown throughout the weekend in the

bar area, organised by Helen at Skullduggery

tattoo. Along with bands playing well away

from the artists’ working area, various

clothes stalls and trinket stands were on

hand to relieve you of any unwanted cash.

And the upper balcony catered to all of your

seating needs.

It was good to see so much support from

the local studios, each taking an active role in

playing their part in the success of this show.

With so many great reasonably priced

hotels, restaurants and drinking

establishments in the direct vicinity of the

event, it made for a fabulously warm and

friendly weekend. I personally can’t wait for

next year.

33. 34.

35. 36.

37.
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33. by craig gilmore, chilli pepper tattoo
34. by isaiah cummings, fat cat tattoo
35. ching, east tattoo, working
36. by billy hay, custom inc
37. by jenna kerr, devil in the detail
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Born and raised in
Northern California with her
older sister, Breanna has lived in
various cities throughout the state
but is currently living in the sunny
southern bit with her fiancé and
her beloved animals, which she
describes as her ‘three fur babies;
Bandit and Duchess, our ragdoll
kitties, and Gypsy our miniature
Australian Shepherd.’ Besides
modelling she works full time, and
I think it would be fair to say that
she’s somewhat obsessed with
Disney…

How would you describe your
tattoos, and your style in general?
My tattoos are a direct reflection of me.
Besides being something that I just really
like they truly do hold deeper meanings for
me. They are my way of keeping certain
memories alive, without the worry of them
being permanently destroyed in some
unforeseen accident. My personal style is
definitely all over the place. I love trying
new looks and mixing trends together.
What do you expect from a Fashion school
drop out!

Where did your initial interest in
tattoos come from?
The first time I can recall thinking to myself ‘I
want a tattoo’ was at a very young age. My
daycare mom had a little tattoo on her ankle,
and I was obsessed with it! My love for
tattoos grew from there, and I knew after
getting my first tattoo that I would someday
cover most of, if not my entire body. 

How did you get into modelling?
I decided to enter into the Ink and Iron pin-up
pageant they hold at their tattoo convention
every year. I made it surprisingly pretty far. I
was cut after the second round of
eliminations, but I was proud of myself. From
there I entered a few more contests. Then I
moved to Germany and my modelling was put
on hold. Now I am back in the sunshine state
going full force, and just seeing where it takes
me.

When did you get your first tattoo
and how do you feel about it now?
I got my first tattoo the day after my
eighteenth birthday. It was the HIM
heartagram, in pink of course! It is now
covered by my elaborate stomach piece; it’s
hidden amongst the crashing waves. The
reason I covered this piece wasn’t because I
no longer liked it; it was more a matter of
cover it up or have it touched up. In order to
bring life to this piece I felt it would be best to
cover it up.

What do your parents think about
the extent of your tattoos?
There isn’t much that shocks them anymore.
They knew once I started dying my hair every
colour of the rainbow that it was only a
matter of time. They have always been
supportive, reminding me to really take my
time and think about what I want before
getting anything done, and of course making
sure it’s done in a clean environment.

Do you have a favourite among your
tattoo collection?
I am really in love with my stomach right now.
It almost always seems to be that way though:
whatever tattoo is the most recent ends up
being my new favourite. I love my collection as
a whole though too, I know that once my
body is covered I won’t have a need to play
favourites. Instead I will have one cohesive
piece.

Are all your tattoos Disney inspired? 
Most of my tattoos are based, in some way

around Disney. The only ones that I have
that are not Disney inspired would be the
tattoos on my ribs. The piece on my right
rib cage looks as though my flesh has been
ripped away exposing my ribs and
hipbone. My left side is a beautiful
arrangement of flowers, each holding a
special meaning to me. I do have a few
more Disney tattoos in the works - my
right arm will be another Disney sleeve -
but you will just have to wait and see what
I’ve got in store!  

Any regrets regarding your
tattoos. 
The one tattoo I wish I could go back and
do over would be my thigh. I still love the
idea I had, but my one regret is the size. It
should have been made larger, in order to
capture the detail. Unfortunately the artist
I went to for this piece failed to inform me
of these issues, and now I have a fairly
large piece that needs covering. 

Do you feel you are limited to
certain jobs because of the extent
of your ink?
Most of my tattoos can be covered;
therefore I don’t feel they hold me back at
all. I have worked for plenty of companies
that required me to keep my tattoos
covered, and in most cases my coworkers
had no idea I even have tattoos. At the
moment I am lucky enough to work
somewhere that has absolutely no
problem with me showing my tattoos, and
fully supports my modelling as well.  
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What does it mean to you being a

heavily tattooed woman?

I’ve never really thought about it. I don’t
feel it makes me any different to a woman
without a single tattoo. It doesn’t make me
less classy, nor does it change who I am on
the inside. Some people choose to pay
thousands of dollars for art they will hang
in their house; I choose to wear my art and
share it. 

Any advice to women trying to

become tattoo models?

Never give up, and don’t compare yourself
to anyone else out there. Instead, find
inspiration in those women that have
paved the way before us, push yourself
outside of your box and do things you will
look back on and think ‘wow I never
thought I could do that’. Continue to
surprise yourself, and most of all enjoy the
ride. It’s not about when or if you make it,
it’s about how you got there.  

Any life goal or aspirations we

should know about? 

I would really love to own a tattoo shop of
my own someday. I know it wouldn’t be an
easy feat, but given the right team it can
truly become the best second family
anyone could ask for. However there are a
few things to check off my list before I can
put a check mark next to that goal.

What does the future hold?

I actually am looking to go back to school
to get my masters in general marriage and
family counselling. This field would allow
for many different job opportunities, and
can be a very rewarding career choice. I’d
also love to get into volunteering at a local
big cat reserve. I think it’s important to
give back to your community, and why not
make it something you’re passionate about? 
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random

cesar mesquita, black garden

santa perpetua

black sails tattoo

dap, skingdom tattoo (holland)

tutti serra, black garden



brenden, tattoo hq

dane mancini,

inkamatic (italy)

mr greg, mr greg tattoo

david benjamin kaye,

inkredible ink (norway)

capex, capex tattoo (italy)

nick whybrow, 
jayne doe tattoo

kris olsen, surf n ink tattoo studio (australia)



han, king of kings (holland)

todo, abt tattoo

guen douglas, 25 to life (holland)ricardo pedro, modern body art



johnny gage, flaming art tattoo

kiefer luke, cherubs tattoo kerry temple, honor bound tattoo (canada)

laura taylor, shall adore tattoo



den yakovlev, ink army (russia)

tutti serra, black garden

gari henderson, northside tattooz

sleeves



chris crooks, white dragon tattoo

dimitri hk, dimitri hk tattoo (france) 



brandon heffron, beloved studio (usa)

gary stanley, painted lady tattoo parlour erik adamik, prestige tattoo (hungary)



todo, abt tattoo



boris, boris tattoo (austria)



steve prizeman, eternal art tattoo

matt deverson, progression tattoo

elson yeo, think tattoo (singapore)



skullduggery

roddy mclean, timeless tattoo

guy tinsley, wise guys ink

alex kuznecovas, stigma studio

pedro santos,

vintage daggers tattoo

craig holmes, iron horse tattoo

jake giles, black sheep tattoos

jose vigers, 

pech and schwefel

(germany)



krystof, bluenote tattoo (usa)

ben gadsby, black tide studio
mike wall, cult classic tattoo

dek kent, electric kicks
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NORTHAMPTON
TATTOO CONVENTION
T

he first weekend in June is a particularly busy couple of

days for tattoo conventions in the UK, with no less

than four falling together. This creates quite a

headache for us at the Total Tattoo office, but we are nothing

if not determined. I was dispatched to cover the third

Northampton Tattoo convention at the Saints rugby ground

just outside the centre of town. 

Every show has a different flavour and can stand out for many different reasons; for me the

overriding flavour of the Northampton show is one of friendliness, warmth and generosity. This is

a sentiment I hear echoed by many artists who return each year. Convention organisers Nigel

and Sue from Suns and Roses do everything in their power to ensure that everybody is well

taken care of, and they are permanently on hand throughout the proceedings.

Words and pics Perry

2.

3.

4. 5.

1.

1. by alan turner, 
big als tattoo studio

2. by adem, fat fugu
3. big yellow auto
4. by max pniewski, 

southmead tattoo
5. sandyman chop shop



I arrived early on Saturday morning with the rain

lashing down. With so many outside events

planned for the weekend this was not a good sign,

but soon enough the clouds had parted and we

were all treated to a weekend of glorious warm

sunshine. The show takes place in the function

room along one side of the rugby ground, creating

one long room which housed some seventy or so

tattooists along with traders, suppliers and a bar

area. Out front a very large marquee provided an

additional seating area, and housed yet more

traders and refreshments, including the big willies

hot dog stall. It also helped to link the main room

with a smaller entertainment room next door. This

room played host to many bands over the

weekend as well as the amazing Circus of Horrors.

Dr Hayes was joined by a small group of his

talented alternative entertainers, who performed

6. 7.

8.

10. 11. 12.

9.
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13. 14.

15. 16.

17.

18.

6. by joe spaven, scarlet rose
7. by tom clewes, lewis point
8. by tiny miss becca, 

jayne doe tattoo
9. by taz, into you
10. by alex candela, all 1 tribe
11. by vicky morgan, 

ghost house collective
12. the circus of horrors
13. by dan dwight, bella tattoo
14. by p j, rising phoenix
15. by dave, artifact
16. by geofferson longley, studio 59
17. by diego (argentina)
18. by p j, rising phoenix
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their unique blend of highly entertaining lewd and

shocking death defying feats that kept the crowds roaring

for more. My particular favourite was the naked midget

with a fluorescent tube inserted into his mouth with

another wedged up his ‘other end’ who when the lights

were dimmed was plugged into the mains to become a

human lamp! At regular intervals throughout the two days,

a couple of very talented motorcycle stunt riders took

over half the car park to wheelie, broadside and burnout

their bikes with supreme skill.

This show is well supported by many of the local studios,

and the central part of middle England is fortunate to have

some great artists nearby. Geofferson Longley, still a

relative newcomer, seems to be improving at an alarming

rate. Adem from Fat Fugu continues to impress, along with

Simon Cooke who walked away the trophy for best of day

Saturday. P.J. from Rising Phoenix seemed to have an

endless amount of top-notch realistic black and grey

portraits matched only by Chris Lewis from Lewis Point,

with his beautiful Elvis portrait. Joe Spaven from Scarlet

Rose managed to produce three extremely tidy Japanese

style pieces over the weekend. 

19. 20. 21.

23.

22.

24.

19. by pedro van diesel, ouch ink
20. 21. 22. by sway, electric tattoo
23. by joe spaven, scarlet rose
24. stunt bike display 
25. by cammy, cardigan ink
26. by david trowell, alternative arts
27. by niall barton, artifact
28, 29. by chris lewis, lewis point
30. by sapo, brook street ink
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25. 26.

27.

28. 29.

30.
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This is a show with a big heart and charity plays a major part in everything Nigel and Sue do.

Unveiling his new V8 Ford pop hot-rod Nigel was offering photo opportunities and a chance to

have a ride out in exchange for donations to charity. Along with the money raised from the

auction, this really is a show that gives a lot back.

Wood carving displays, graffiti demonstrations, motorcycle presentations, freak show circus,

bands, a selection of reptiles on offer to handle including tarantulas and a variety of snakes. Add

this lot together with a good selection of tattooists, all for the princely sum of just £10 in

advance or £15 on the door, makes this one of my favourite shows on the calendar. Dates have

already been announced for next year… maybe we’ll see you there.

31. 32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

31. by mira, fat fugu
32. by esme loasby, alternative art
33. wood carving chainsaw style
34. by simon cooke, the inkspot
35. by tomasz, cwianu tattoo
36. nigel’s popular little popular
37. lawrence ah ching working
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There are few better things in life than
spending some time in the company
of a positive, upbeat and informed

person. In March 2013 I had the pleasure
of spending a warm sunny afternoon with
Richard Handford from Kapala tattoo, who
ticked all of these boxes. I was struck by
the genuine warmth and contentment that
emanated from this jovial Canadian.

A love of art is an essential element in the world of the modern tattoo, and
it’s always interesting to find out what was the first spark that ignited a
person’s interest. Rich remembers the day when he went up to his father to
proclaim his love for the images on the pages of his Captain America
comics. To his amazement his father picked up a pen and showed him how
easy it was to redraw those illustrations. “I just thought Wow! And that is the
exact moment I fell in love with drawing. He kind of set me on this path –
I’m sure he regrets it now! He obviously must have had some artistic ability.”

So when did tattooing come into the frame? “I met James and Todd from
Tattoo Zoo in Victoria, and I started hanging out with them and drawing at
the shop. One thing led to another and I eventually started an
apprenticeship there. I wouldn’t say it was a typical full on apprenticeship,
but by today’s standards it was tough. I scrubbed tubes, cleaned the toilets
and floors… I ended up quitting my day job and working at the studio for
free until I was good enough to tattoo.”

I have often wondered how an apprentice manages to feed themselves all
through those early years working for free. “I did a night shift at a shitty
newspaper printing company; it certainly wasn’t all I had dreamed it would
be. I qualified from college as a graphic designer and thought it would be a
way of making money whilst doing art, but it was more about running a
press and stacking papers!”
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Richard stayed with Tattoo Zoo for a while
after his apprenticeship finished before
leaving to head east to Calgary. There he
met up with Doug Fink who gave him his
first real job: “I had to bring along a friend
and tattoo them in front of the owner for my
interview. That tattoo was terrible and it
took ages, but they saw something and
gave me the job. Everyone there was really
passionate about tattooing and we pushed
each other. I really progress during my time
there.” But soon it was time to move on
again: “My wife is from Winnipeg, so I
ended up moving there and working at
Soul Survivors.” He worked at several
shops in the area and spent some time with
some wonderful artists, but eventually he
wanted to approach tattooing from his own
direction and so opened Kapala. He
explained that “I wanted to focus on more
large scale custom tattooing, and the shops
I was working in were more street shops
doing small one off pieces.” At first it was
just Richard and a friend who helped to run
the shop but eventually he came across
like-minded artists and together they grew.
“We now have guests coming from all over
the world who work with us. We are all
pushing real hard and have a great work
ethic, combined of course with a strong
love of tattooing.”
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Canada is a country of 3.8 million sq.
miles, with a population of around 35
million, so artists are not exactly working
on top of each other in the same way they
are in the UK. Rich tells me his nearest
neighbouring city is a six hour drive away,
and only has 300,000 inhabitants: “I think
that is why Canadian artists are so
different; we are separated by huge
distances, but when we do get together, we
are one of the most tight knit tattoo
communities in the world. We are still
competitive and constantly pushing each
other to progress. But everybody knows
everybody else, we’re one big family.”

The shop has been going for just over ten
years now, and owning your own studio
comes with certain responsibilities that can
sometimes restrict your movements. “I have
a family and a shop to look after so guest
spots are a thing of the past. All the
younger guys are doing them at some
great studios around the country. I plan to
do a big trip this year to reconnect with a
lot of people. For me I get all the
inspiration I need from the guys I work
with. We go to a lot of conventions and get
to meet some great artists from around the
world and come home all fired up, full of
ideas. We all end up painting late every
night for weeks after a big show.”
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In terms of style Rich is hard to pin down;
his body of work is certainly diverse
although his flowing lines point in one
direction. He agrees that “I definitely lean
a little towards Art Nouveau, I have always
been inspired by Canadian artist Steve
Moore, also Mick from Zurich and all these
guys doing large-scale, breathtaking,
bodysuits. I can do American Traditional, I
can do Japanese but I guess I lean towards
a more illustrative approach. All art is
somehow derived from the things you’ve
seen and heard. You absorb it and apply it
to your own work and it develops over
time. I guess as an artist you become
inspired, emulate and then innovate.”

Tattooing has ballooned in popularity on
an almost global scale. I wondered if that
had touched Canada in the same way it
has Europe “Definitely, but not on the same
scale. I do believe that the cream will rise
to the top. If you work hard and are
dedicated you will always be busy. I have
noticed that there is a lot more mediocre

and shitty work around, but there must be a
market for that. All my friends are still really
busy doing good stuff. We do however
remain very mindful of what we do; we all
had regular day jobs before we became
spoilt by tattooing and all the wonderful
things that come along with it.”

When I asked Rich ‘why tattoo?’ he had a
very honest answer “We only draw
because once we drew something and
somebody said they liked it and that made
us feel good. So then we drew some more
because we liked the feeling of being
praised. People who say it’s not an ego
thing are full of shit. You have to be
confident to mark someones skin for life, if
you’re not, it will show in the standard of
the work you do”

Laser technology has changed the way
some people view tattooing. It is no longer
always considered as a life long
commitment, or it seems that way in the
UK. Rich is not so aware of this change of
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mindset in Canada. “We do have lasers
over here and there is a lot more removal,
but our clientele don’t take tattooing too
lightly. We get tons of emails and we only
pick the ones who are really serious. The
Internet is a great filter; we can set up an
auto response. Only those who are really
prepared to pursue it will find a way of
getting through to us, it may sound a bit
harsh, but it naturally filters out the serious
customers, and we’re lucky to be in so
much demand.”

Looking forward with the 20/20 vision of
hindsight, I was interested to find out where
an artist like Richard sees his future lying.
“I’m really lucky: I work with Dan Fletcher,
Sean Cushnie, Tyler Alderson & Reuben
Todd, who are all young guys, aged 25-30
and in my opinion they are already better
tattooists than I will ever be. So I am happy
to be keeping up with the kids! I think one
thing that the young guys are lacking
though is the maturity that comes with
seeing your work age in the skin. Tattoos
are becoming very tight and illustrative at
the moment, to the point where they won’t
hold up for more than a decade or two.
Size is the most important factor. Most of
your tattoos will lose all of their colour in
your lifetime, but if your tattoo is backed up
with strong black and grey shading, it is
always going to be recognisable. When I
started tattooing in the nineties guys were
doing photo realistic portraits that looked
incredible when they were done, but were
pieces of shit within a couple of years.”
But with all that said, “tattooing is amazing
at the moment” according to Richard: “So
many styles and so many young talented
artists… It has never been so good,
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especially from our privileged position. We
have the luxury of picking and choosing
the projects that we do from hundreds of
applicants.” 

It’s great to be busy but it has taken its toll
on Rich. “I work four days a week and
spend at least one day drawing.
Unfortunately I have developed Carpal
tunnel syndrome in both my hands now, so
it’s important to stretch and exercise. Sadly
I have had to switch to rotary machines,
which has helped enormously with my
physical wellbeing, although to be frank, I
feel my tattooing may be struggling with
the transition! Probably best not to print
that my tattooing is shit! (Much laughing
ensues). Seriously, I take great pride in my
work or I would not work so damn hard on
every piece, but it is hard not to be
critical.”

The open sharing world of tattooing seems
to be well and truly established now. The
days of having a vault of pigment stashed

in your cellar is long gone. The Internet
blew all that secrecy away, leading to an
opening up of information that has been a
very positive thing for tattooing. So how far
can this go and what role does Richard see
for himself within the future of tattooing? “I
would like to travel more in Europe. I’d like
to meet some like minded people and host
them back in Winnipeg. We are always
looking to paint, draw and tattoo with
other artists. The popularity of tattooing has
given rise to opportunities to do much
larger scale work, and that’s what I’m
into… work that evokes emotion:
complicated, thematic tattoos that are more
than just a pretty picture”

To keep up with Rich’s work and the other
guys at Kapala head to
www.kapalatattoo.com 

71 St Anne's Rd, Winnipeg, 
MB R2M 2Y4, 
Canada
+1 204-255-8897
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LEEDS
INTERNATIONAL

TATTOO
EXPOSITION
Text & Photos: Neil Dalleywater

A
s this was the first incarnation of this particular tattoo
convention, I hadn’t been sure about what to expect,
but there was no doubt at all in my mind as I left that

I’d had a great weekend. Artists came from anywhere and
everywhere; Bexleyheath to Valencia, Stockholm to Swindon.
All in all the whole weekend had a great buzz to it.

It was great to see quality tattoos being laid down left, right and centre. Artists such as Colin

Jones from Stained Class in Shrewsbury, and Sneaky Mitch Allenden of Dock Street in Leeds were

on form. As was Max Rathbone from Off Key in Birmingham; I was impressed by the smoothness

of his work. Another artist who stood out for me was Michele L’Abbate of the Family Business.

It’s fair to say that the show had a heavy sway towards the more traditional tattooing, but this

was by no means all that was on offer. Of course, even under the label of “traditional” there is a

wide range of styles and interpretations. But also on offer was dot-work, realism and world class

biomechanical tattoos from Kali of Never Say Die in Croydon, which would be a fantastic asset

to any show.

On both days there were competitions, and

unlike other shows that I have attended the

categories were only open to artists that were

working the show. The trophies were stunning

helmets - unusual and individual - given on

both days to Best Traditional Tattoo, Black and

Grey, and Colour, with Sunday seeing the

additional categories of Best of Show and

Open - for work done before the show by

artists working at the show. It was good to

see all genres of tattoos winning some big

shiny protective head gear.

For those people not getting new ink there

were plenty of other things to get up to. On

the stage throughout the day there was quality

entertainment, such as the Leeds Steel Cats

who combined dance and fire eating, and

Bloody Bones, who drove nails into his face

and swallowed swords. Also there was the

opportunity for showgoers to demonstrate

their own artistic skills care of Dr Sketchy’s.

Models posed on the stage and the audience

were given a set period of time to draw them.

The models themselves picked their favourite

sketches and gave out small prizes, from

tickets to other Dr Sketchy events to packets

of Haribo sweets.

Unfortunately, the entertainment was slightly

curtailed by the British weather. The

organisers had planned to utilise a large paved

area outside the venue for skating

demonstrations, but unfortunately the rain

came down hard and heavy throughout the

1.

2. 3.

4.

5.



whole weekend, and put paid to that. There

were also vendors outside in marquees who

were moved indoors and placed into spare

spaces. This did ultimately lead to the indoor

space feeling a bit cramped, but all showgoers

knew this was because of the foul weather

and not as a result of poor planning. The

action being driven indoors also resulted in

several ladies on skates zooming around the

convention itself, much to the envy of small

children.

For the happy shopper there was plenty on

offer. I was particularly taken with the deadly

beauty and delicacy of Wack’s Wicked Plants –

a purveyor of carnivorous plants - and the

stunning sculptures of Janie Mason of Bagwash

Design. For the vintage clothing aficionados

there were items for sale at very reasonable

prices from My Steam Lady, along with

handmade steampunk & alternative jewellery; I

walked away with a lovely little raygun brooch.

Also available to the showgoers were the

hairdressing skills of the guys and gals from

Innocent Vandals. There were a ton of goodies

to adorn your home sweet home, in the form

of copious amounts of artwork, and of course

the now almost compulsory Taxidermy care of

Curiouser and Curiouser. I’m tempted to say

there was something for everybody.

1. elephant armour
2. by diego (argentina)
3. by dotwork damian, 

blue dragon tattoo
4. something for the weekend?
5. by paul owen, naughty needles
6. by diego (spain)
7. by greg scott, northside tattooz
8. by little si, couleys tattoos
9. by kali, never say die tattoo

6. 7.

8.

9.
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10. 11. 12.

13.

15. 16.

14.
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I’m a man who loves my coffee, so you can imagine my delight on discovering that the organisers

had arranged for the Press Coffeehouse baristas to be on hand all weekend providing quality

coffee and cakes. The food and drink available at the venue was reasonably priced and good

quality, in addition to my coffee habit I love my real ales and it was great be able to have a quality

beverage when one was required.

On top of all of this, the organisers had also arranged for a pre-convention warm up party and

two aftershow parties, where various bands and DJs did their thing. Again there was something

there for various different tastes, from post punk prog to extroverted fist pumpers. 

17.

19.

20. 21.

22.

18.

10. by adam cornish, 
oddfellows tattoo collective

11. by eneko, 
mystery tattoo house (spain)

12. by jan maciej (poland)
13. by little si, couleys tattoo
14. by matt hart, inspirations
15. working on a mandala
16. craig wilson, blackcraft tattoo
17. no credit provided
18. by johnny gilbert, 

new mind tattoo lounge
19. by steve wade, all seeing eye
20. by lewis parkin, northside tattooz
21. by dan, distinction tattoo
22. hammer face!
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23. 24.

25. 26.

27.

23. by math, dirty black tattoos
24. by katrina macintosh, all seeing eye
25. no credit provided
26. by andrae, the family business
27. by dennis greer, inkaddiction studios
28. portrait of neil in steel

28.

The venue itself was on the New Dock in

Leeds, which was formally known as Clarence

Docks. Redeveloped between 2001 – 2007,

the venue’s hall was situated opposite the

Royal Armouries.

The Royal Armoury museum is open to all and

free of charge. I took the chance to visit on

the Sunday morning before the convention

opened and I was not alone; I spotted several

tattoo artists strolling around the five floors of

exhibits. 

All in all, the atmosphere of the convention

was very relaxed and I was able to catch up

with friends old and new. All too soon the

weekend was over, prizes given and raffles

drawn. The question I always ask myself at the

end of a show is: would I recommend this

convention to others? Yes I would. Will I be

back next year? You can bet your tight

trousers and curly moustache I will!
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PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK

MATT STEBLY
TWISTED ANCHOR (USA)
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PAUL TALBOT
MODERN ELECTRIC TATTOO
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At
the age of 33, and only having tattooed for five

years to date, Lukasz Sokolowski is already a

fascinating artist. Not only are his tattoos

skillfully executed, but the work of this Polish newcomer has

the power and originality to puzzle and intrigue the

observer. Often twisted, with a sense of dark pantomime,

most of his images on skin display a deeper meaning and

insight. They are not only surrealist pieces of art etched into

a permanent canvas, but also tell a personal story for the

wearer. Without a doubt, Lukasz Sokolowski has the

potential to become one of the most interesting and original

tattooists of our decade. 

Could you tell us a bit about your background? Your style suggests that

you have an academic grounding in the arts? 

I did attend art high school in Poland and graduated with a degree in screen printing. I then

studied graphic design, but left the course early. I ended up doing some odd jobs and a bit of

design work. I did have a few attempts at tattooing at High School, mainly due to my love of

Heavy Metal music, but after doing some crap scratches on friends, I decided to stop...

probably one of my better decisions. When I was 28, my wife Emily inspired me to try again,

so I decided to give it a go. I knew I didn’t have any problems drawing, so I only had to master

the technical side of it. 

Text and Interview: Travellin’ Mick • Photos: Lukasz Sokolowski, Travellin’ Mick 
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many of them are a    
kind of personal   

therapy for my 
clients, and  

some are just   
weird pictures! 
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Would you say that your artistic roots are in

realism?  

Not exactly. I have some drawing skills which I developed at art

school, but when it came to tattooing, realism was never my

passion. I decided to open a shop in a small town, and knew the

easiest way to get customers, which equalled money, was doing

realistic work. I only went with it out of the necessity to survive.

But right from the beginning I decided that tattooing was never

going to be just a job for me, but an opportunity to fulfil myself

artistically. So every time a client came asking for a standard

tattoo, like a rose, I prepared a classic design for it, but also drew

one or two versions which came from a much more personal

place, and increasingly people decided to go for those. In 2012

I worked my first tattoo convention in Krakow, which was a real

moment of realisation for me. I knew from then on that I needed

to exclusively focus on my own ideas. I began to truly grow as an

artist and the more I did my own pieces, the better my technique

became. This has finally enabled me explore my art. Essentially I

freed myself. 

It would appear your primary artistic influence is

surrealism… Is that correct?

There are stronger and more important things than surrealism

that affected my sensitivity and aesthetic sense. First there was

Egon Schiele, the great Austrian artist, who specialised in twisted

and expressive portraits. Pre-surrealistic artists from Dadaism are

high on my list too, particularly Hannah Höch, who was among

the first to merge photographs into collages. She cut and pasted

quite literally. Władysław Hasior, a Polish sculptor, influenced me

also with his spatial collages, using different structures and

materials. Like him, I like to use European culture and philosophy,
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mixed with some Polish folk art.  And then

there is the Polish School of Poster Art, which

for me is essential to achieving a simple

solution for expressing stories and ideas. The

foremost names in this school are Andrzej

Klimowski, Jan Lenica and Henryk

Tomaszewski. Last but not least I have to

mention some representatives of Critical Art,

like Maurizio Cattelan or Zbigniew Libera.

They always inspired me to try to strip bare

some conformist patterns of thinking and

living. 

What do you think makes you a

tattoo artist? 

I’m very carefully about using that word. We

live in a time when the internet is used as a

tool giving everyone the chance to call

themselves an artist. The word has lost its

meaning and weight. I prefer to define myself

somewhere between creator and

impersonator. Of course, the foundations of

what we do is in craftsmanship; only when you

have mastered this can you the have the

freedom of expression you require if you have

something to say. I am lucky in that I have

found tattooing to be the right medium for

me. And it pays the bills too! But sometimes I

just enjoy the visual form and the technical

solution of a tattoo. I’m not an ideologist! 
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Some of your work seems to be influenced by literature; can you tell us a

little about that?

This all started from one Kafka design I did which I put on my Facebook wall. It was my tribute

to the man and his work. I didn’t want to do it as a traditional portrait, so I expanded it with

some elements from his books.  After this tattoo, some clients also wanted portraits of writers

or artists. There are portraits of Edgar Allan Poe, H.P. Lovecraft and Bill Murray now. And I am

planning on doing Samuel Beckett and Philip K. Dick.   

Am I right that some of your tattoos talk about fears? It’s a fascinating part

of your work.

Sometimes I express my own fears in my tattoos, but many of them are a kind of personal

therapy for my clients, and some are just weird pictures! 

Could you tell us a bit about your

equipment and techniques?   

The longer I have been tattooing, the more I

admire the traditional approach. I mostly use

coil machines, except for dotwork when I use

a rotary. In my designs I use a lot of different

effects: dotwork, whip shading, some

scratching and drawing effects, even fully

coloured areas. This requires me to

sometimes set up five, six or maybe even

seven machines, before I start a piece.

How do you approach a tattoo with

your client? 

It depends on the situation. There are indeed

some works that I designed just for myself.

But sometimes clients want my interpretation

of their ideas and stories. I will prepare two or

three quick sketches like a demo version, just

to get a direction. Then I do a final version of

the design. But other times clients just give me

a subject and let me create something from

their idea. To me they are very special, and I

respect them a lot.
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Do you feel that Poland is a good

place for you to work?   

Tattoos are becoming more acceptable in

Poland now, in the workplace and on the

street, but the older generation, especially in

small towns still associates tattoos with

criminals. We only have about 20 to 25 years

of tattooing here, so there is still lots of work

to do. For now, I want to do more

conventions, Warsaw, then maybe Milan, Berlin

and Brussels.

See more of Lukasz’s work at 

https://pl-pl.facebook.com/TOTOOTOTAM. 
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To find out about our special offers for
display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free.
Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk,

NR7 0AU, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS
August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast

1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter

Belfast BT3 9EP,

www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbel

fast14

August 16-17

Dundee Tattoo Convention
Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell Street, Dundee, Angus

DD1 1HP, Scotland

http://dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 16-17

Norwich Body Art Festival
The Open Youth Venue, 20 Bank Plain,

Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

August 22-25

Tatcon, Blackpool
Norbreck Castle Hotel, Queen’s Promenade

Blackpool, Lancashire FY2 9AA

www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

Aug 30-31

The Robin Hood Tattoo
Festival
Cotgrave Welfare Club, Woodview, Cotgrave,

Nottinghamshire NG12 3PJ

www.robinhoodtattoofestival.co.uk

September 5-7

The 2nd International Deaf
Tattoo Convention
St. John’s Deaf Community Centre

258 Green Lanes, Manor House, London, 

N4 2HE

www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 14

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly, Spencer Street,

Warwickshire CV31 3NF

www.femaletattooshow.co.uk/

September 12-14

Ink & Art Tattoo Fest
The Pavillion Theatre, Bournemouth

www.bournemouth.tattoo

September 26-28

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock

Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre
King’s Rd, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HG1 5LA
www.tattooroyale.co.uk

Nov 8-9

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse
www.facebook.com/halloweentattoobash
info@halloweentattoobash.co.uk

Nov 7-9

Jurassic Coast Tattoo
Convention
Premier Inn, Westover Road, Bournemouth,
Dorset
www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton
www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 15-16

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Adventure Centre
Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX
sheffieldtattooshow@live.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno
LL30 1BB
www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS
June 13-15

14th Valencia Tattoo
Convention
Expo Hotel Valencia, Avd. Pio X114
www.valenciatattooconvention.com

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania
www.tattooexpo.ro
www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

June 27-29

15th Midleton Tattoo
Convention
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Cork, Ireland

August 1-3

Berlin Internationale 
Tattoo Convention
Eichenstr.6  12435 Berlin
www.tattoo-convention.de

September 5-7
22nd Annual Meeting 
of the Marked
Monroeville Convention Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA
Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or 
email tattootim@me.com
www.meetingofthemarked.com

September 13-14
Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway,
Ireland
email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

September 14-16
6th Castellon Tattoo
Convention
Recinto Ferial La Pérgola 
Parque Ribalta,
Castellón de la Plana
Spain

October 17-19
Dublin Tattoo Convention
The Red Cow Pavillion, Dublin, Ireland
info@dublintattooconvention.com
www.dublintattooconvention.com

November 2
Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9
International Brussels Tattoo
Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/

November 7-9
Florence Tattoo Convention
press@florencetattooconvention.com

2015
February 20-22
Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton
www.brightontattoo.com

February 28-March 1
Tattoo Tea Party
Event City, Phoenix Way, Urmston, Manchester.
M41 7TB
www.tattooteaparty.com

June 6-7
Northampton Tattoo
Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi
on.com
Tel: 01604949958
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What makes you happy? 

Tattooing, watching NBA (basketball), family,
my girlfriend Kelsey, drawing, painting, watching
Movies, antique hunting, and Sundays. 

What makes you angry? 

I get pretty serious road rage...It’s impressive.

What was the last book you read? 

‘The Life and Times of Crazy Philadelphia
Eddie’: they don’t make em’ like that anymore.

What was the last movie you saw? 

I watched ‘The Wolf of Wall Street’ again, with
my girlfriend recently; it’s one of the best films
I’ve ever seen. I went to dinner with the Frith
Street guys, Tim Hendricks and Oliver Peck,
after the Brighton Convention and we could
not stop talking about it. Oliver said he went
to the cinema to watch it, and he loved it so
much, he went right back in, and watched it
again.

What pets do you have? 

My girlfriend has a Maltese pup called Belle,
that wouldn’t say boo to a goose. 

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth? 

Probably Nandos, especially if Perry is buying!

What’s your funniest tattoo story? 

I’ve got too many: I’ll tell you a short one. A
few years ago, there was this chavvy girl at the
shop. She was standing, and watching her
friend getting tattooed. Near the end, she lost
her stomach and just fainted; she smacked her
face on the wall, slid all the way down and hit
the ground: out cold, just from watching! We
looked after her, and she eventually woke up.
Her friend finished getting her tattoo, and we
sent them both happily on their way. It was

only after she left that we realised she left this
MASSIVE streak of orange fake tan, from her
face, right down the fucking shop wall! Now
that’s real Art!

If you won the lottery what’s the

first thing you would buy? 

NBA Courtside seats.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life? 

Billy Connolly is grumpy enough, but they’d
have to CGI the crap out of him.

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

‘I Can’t Get No Satisfaction’ by the Rolling
Stones. I’m never completely satisfied with any
work I do; there’s always some room for
improvement, and it’s the only way to keep
progressing.

What would your super power be? 

The ability to have Samuel L. Jackson show up
at any time and take my side in an argument.

What achievements are you most

proud of? 

Just being accepted into tattooing by some of
the biggest artists, magazines and conventions
means a lot to me! All I ever wanted was to
be respected by my heroes in tattooing, and a
lot of them are now my friends. I’m very
fortunate, I couldn’t ask for any more than
being able to do the job I love every day.

What is your biggest regret? 

There’s no time for regrets. Your mistakes and
experiences make you who you are, good or
bad. If you’re smart, you’ll learn from them,
and get on with enjoying life.

What keeps you awake at night? 

Drawing for appointments & running a business
always takes me into the wee small hours, but
I’ve always been a terrible sleeper anyway.

Any new exciting news you would

like to share?

I am very proud to have opened my own shop,
India Street Tattoo Parlour, in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. I’m going to try to build it
into one of the UK & Ireland’s best Tattoo
Shops. 

What is the best lesson life has

taught you? 

No one will hand you anything for free in life.
If you want something, you have to set
yourself goals and work hard to accomplish
them. Enjoy yourself while you’re doing it, and
have a laugh, because you only live once!

How would you like to be

remembered? 

As someone who worked hard, was great at
their job, and fun to be around. That’s all that
really matters at the end of the day.

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done for a client and why? 

That’s hard. I’m really thankful to have such
great clients that trust me to do my own thing
with their ideas. There are some sleeves and
other large work that I am proud of in my
portfolio. I did this Pharaoh’s Horses tattoo a
few weeks ago that I like, and I enjoyed doing
a recent Crying Heart tattoo as well. The
favourites are always the last ones you did!

Finish this sentence: Craig is…? 

Very proud to be in Total Tattoo Magazine,
Thank you!

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Craig Kelly
India Street Tattoo
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